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ABSTRACT
The diffusion equation for neutrino-induced cosmic ray muons
underground has been solved. The neutrino-induced muon flux
and charge ratio underground have been calculated. The
calculated horizontal neutrino-induced muon flux in the
energy range 0.1 - 10000 GeV is in agreement with the
measured horizontal flux. The calculated vertical flux above
2 GeV is in agreement with the measured vertical flux. The
average charge ratio of neutrino-induced muons underground
was found to be _+/_- = 0.40.
1. Introduction
Frgm t_e decay+of charged mesons in the atmosphere
(n--_H- + v, K--pH ± + v) the intensity of cosmic ray muons
at sea-level is obtained and compared with measured spectra
(I). Then we consider neutrinos in stead of muons from the
same decays and obtain the neutrino intensity and these
neutrinos give neutrino-induced muons.
2. The neutrino Spectrum
We expect the neutrino spectrum to have the form
-(_._)
and approximate f(E ,0) by _ .
R_E = 0.25 (E _= RVE EE) , R_K = 0.56 (E_ = RVKE k
CK = 0.635 (Branching ratio for K-P/_._ decay) GNE_ 0.07
GNK _0.009 ( I ). B_r(e ) is the average decay constant for
_t_ at zenith angle _ . BM(_) is the average decay constant
for K's at zenith anglee . C(Eg) is only a little
energy dependent and is obtained by comparing _(_v, e) as
given above with the calculated neutrino intensiti&_s.
C(E_) N_ 3.57.
3. Neutrino-Induced Muons
The neutrino nucleon total cross section is given by
The neutrino intensity at depth h (g/cm 2) is then
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1O is the interaction length for neutrinos. We introduce a
maximum energy, E , for the validity of the cross sections
given above and tam_x V(E_,_, 8)= 0 for E _l> E.=v in calcula-
tion of muons induced by neutrinos. The diffuSiOn equation
for muons is S_A < , __
E = E(E_,h) is muon energy at depth h. EI_ is muon energy at
depth h = 0. We further have (/!:)
(_-,25--t [4 2) from ___V (___EV_O._(./__)_._,j_
_
Ga_IE_r-
i
E' " with _-- _ /{'_ -/-(_), @, "_ a.//_,
The energy loss of muons in standard rock was given by
- J_-_=_ +_ _r,_)_= e_ L___=r_ _--_.J,. -- co,¢a_.
. .&i
I' I -za
z.-A
t_ _,A,o) =/_v(_,_,, o)
-_-v _@u) 4,.,. ,
,n_cU(
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o, -r L-_ _, -_X,-E
/_L/_,_)_f_Ey_,e)_=._ 4 U__ _._,_X_ " _A_'_-'
o.-_ $-_= ' aJ,' _.Z-E'
A
,A' ,. .1, =2 _' _- --2 ':" = "__'o, -__.#'0 [
E/_ 4 E,
)__,
&gE' The solution of the diffusion
equation for neutrino-induced
_'_ _C4 __ , muons under ground is now
_"_'_'_)___ _-7.,-_'_) -_r _)'
E As
Deep underground we put E/_ = Ema x.
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4. Discussion and Conclusion
The diffusion equation for neutrino-induced muons under-
ground has been solved analytically, and the muon intensity
is given in an integral form which we evaluate with a com-
puter. We then obtain the calculated vertical muon flux for
energies above 2 GeV: 2.02 10 -13 sec-lcm-2sr -I in agreement
with the measured vertical flux above 2 GeV (_) which is
(1.92+0.44) 10 -13 sec-lcm-2sr -I. For the horizontal muon
flux _n the energy range 0.1GeV - 10000 GeV we obtain the
calculated flux 4.62 10 -13 sec-lcm-2sr -I in agreement with
the measured_horizontal flux which is (4.59+0.42) 10 -13
sec-lcm-2sr -i _). We may conclude that the_e is no strong
diffuse extraterrestrial neutrino source. The average muon
charge ratio was found to be 0.40. The charge ratio varies
between 0.34 at low energies and 0.47 at medium energies.
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